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Abstrakt
Cílem diplomové práce je návrh síťové konfigurační knihovny s důrazem kladeným
na přenositelnost mezi operačními systémy na bázi Linuxu a BSD a rozšiřitelnosti podpory
knihovny.
V druhé kapitole práce zkoumá dostupné konfigurační rozhraní obou operačních sys-
témů. Detailně pak rozebírá vlastnosti rozhraní Netlink socketů, které je primárním konfig-
uračním rozhraním pro síťové prvky na Linuxu, a systémové volání ioctl, které má na Lin-
uxu menší schopnosti, ale zato je primárně používané na BSD a jiných UNIX systémech.
Jsou též zkoumané rozhraní pro konfiguraci rozdílných firewallů.
V třetí kapitole je práce zameřená na konkrétní typy síťových zařízení, specifika je-
jich konfigurace a jejich návaznost na rozhraní jádra popsané v druhé kapitole. V čtvrté
kapitole jsou formulovány požadavky na konfigurační knihovnu: jednoduchá rozšiřitelnost,
přenositelnost na různé operační systémy, podpora sledování změn a událostí a rozšiřitelnost
o různé typy uživatelských rozhraní. Na základě výzkumu z předcházejících dvou kapitol
je přednesen návrh knihovny. Návrh definuje konfigurační rozhraní jako hierarchii abstrak-
tních tříd, oddělených od implementace. To umožnuje mít současně několik implementací
stejného konfiguračního rozhraní i v rámci jednoho operačního systému. Jako vstupní
rozhraní knihovny je definovaná třída LibNCFG, která má na starosti tyto konfigurační
objekty vytvořit namísto uživatele. Tímto je dosažená jednoduchá rozšiřitelnost knihovny
o nové rozhraní operačních systémů i o podporu konfigurace nových síťových prvků. Pod-
pora pro nové uživatelské rozhraní se dá implementovat jako nová služba, která zabaluje
rozhraní knihovny a poskytuje jiná rozhraní. Pro podporu sledování změn poskytuje třída
LibNCFG metody pro registraci zpětných volání pro definované události.
Ve čtvrté kapitole práce detailně popisuje rozhraní třídy LibNCFG, modulu Common
a tříd NetDevice, EthDevice a BondDevice, které definují konfigurační rozhraní příslušných
typů síťových zařízení. Pro tyto třídy jsou implementované konkrétní třídy NetlinkNetDe-
vice, NetlinkEthDevice a sysfsBondDevice a popsané jejich implementační detaily.
V páté kapitole je popsaná ukázková aplikace, která byla implementovaná pro účely
předvedení jednoduchosti použití konfigurační knihovny.
Nakonec jsou v závěru shrnuté výsledky práce a je vedena diskuze o možných vylepšeních
a o pokračování projektu.
Abstract
The goal of this thesis is to design a network configuration library with regards to operating
system portability and extendability of supported features. To achieve this portable design
the thesis explores and analyses the currently available network configuration options of
Linux and BSD based operating systems and commonly used network devices. It provides
and indepth description of Netlink sockets on Linux as the primary network configuration
interface, and ioctl system calls that are used on BSD systems. The gathered information
is used to create a portable and extendable library design that separates the configuration
interface from its implementation into a hierarchy of abstract classes. Furthermore the
class LibNCFG is defined as the entry point of the library which handles object creation
and destruction instead of the user. This design provides a high level of extendability and
ease of use at the same time. The thesis also describes the chosen parts of the library that
were implemented so far. The thesis also describes a simple application that was created to
showcase the ease of use of the created library. In the end the library summarizes achieved
results and discusses possible improvements and continuation of the project.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The networking subsystem is a vital part of every modern operating system. Usually,
the most observed quality of this subsystem is its achieved performance. Achieving good
network performance is dependent on the proper configuration of all involved parts. The
motivation behind this thesis is the desire to integrate network configuration into other
applications such as automatic network testing. It focuses on individual features of net-
working subsystems and configuration interfaces provided by the operating systems. Most
network configuration tools implement their own configuration libraries, however these are
usually not usable independently. The thesis therefore explores the currently available con-
figuration interfaces, specifics of configurable parts of networking subsystems and proposes
a design for an object-oriented configuration library that provides a configuration interface
that is easily extendable and usable across different operating systems.
The thesis is structured into following chapters:
Chapter 2 focuses on the specifics of networking subsystems of operating systems based
on the Linux and BSD kernels, the available application interfaces and their differences.
The chapter provides a detailed description of Netlink sockets, ioctl kernel interfaces and
also explores the configuration options of different firewalls.
After that chapter 3 concentrates on the specifics of different network device types, in-
cluding the details of their configuration, and how this translates to the previously described
network configuration interfaces.
Based on the previous two chapters, chapter 4 focuses on the design of our own object
oriented network configuration library. The library should take into consideration the sup-
port of all the lower level configuration interfaces, and all the supported device types. This
chapter defines a set of requirements for the library and explores the possible solutions to
them. It then proposes a highly abstracted design of the configuration interface and the
library as a whole.
The following chapter 5 expands the design proposed in the previous chapter. It intro-
duces the LibNCFG class that acts as an entry point of the library for the user. After that
it describes some of the abstract classes that define a configuration interface for network
devices, and the concrete classes that implement these interfaces using a specific kernel
interface.
The chapter 6 describes an example application that was developed with the library,
to test its basic functionality. The application doesn’t cover all possible use cases of the
library, but it shows the simplicity of use and therefore the ability to easily add features.
Finally chapter 7 presents the results of this thesis, summary of the current status of
the project and discussion on the subject of further work on the project.
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Chapter 2
Current configuration API
overview
This chapter contains an overview of currently available network configuration application
interfaces for both Linux and BSD based operating systems, and focuses on the specifics
of ioctl system calls, Netlink sockets and firewall configuration. The information in this
chapter is based on Linux kernel documentation [3, 1, 14] and FreeBSD documentation [9]
since it is currently one of the most popular open BSD systems.
The Linux and BSD kernel interfaces are very similar due to them conforming to UNIX
standards, however there are differeces. It is important to note that we are not interested
in how a user would configure the network but instead we concentrate on how the used
tools interact with the kernel.
For Linux there are several ways a userspace application can interact with the kernel
and the networking subsystem:
• procfs this is a virtual filesystem, usually mounted in /proc that allows the kernel to
export internal information to userspace in the form of files. The files don’t actually
exist on disk, but they can be read through cat or more and written to with the >
shell redirector. Similarly they can be assigned permissions like real files. What files
and directories are created and what permissions they’re assigned is controlled by the
kernel and the user (not even the super-user) has any control over it.
The networking subsystem usually exports mostly read-only information to the
/proc/net or /proc/self/net path.
• sysctl this interface allows userspace to read and modify the values of kernel variables.
The same rules as with plain procfs apply – the kernel controls what variables are
exported. From userspace there are two ways to access these variables. One is to
use the sysctl system call and the other one is to use procfs. When the kernel has
support for procfs it adds a special /proc/sys directory that includes a file for each
kernel variable exported by sysctl, the networking subsystem exports information to
the /proc/sys/net directory.
The use of the system call is strongly discouraged and will result in warnings being
generated in kernel logs, and the system call might be completely removed in the
future. Instead applications should use the procfs, and users have the sysctl command
line tool available.
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An example use case of sysctl would be to enable/disable forwarding or changing ARP
handling policies for a specific interface.
• sysfs is again a special filesystem exported by the kernel, usually as the /sys directory.
It was created in response to the overuse of the procfs and sysctl interfaces and
their degrading organization. sysfs exports plenty of information in a very clean and
organized way and is slowly replacing the sysctl interface. It is available in the Linux
kernel starting at version 2.6.
The networking subsystem exports information about available devices to the
/sys/class/net directory.
• ioctl the ioctl system call operates on a file and is usually used to implement operations
needed by special devices that are not provided by the standard filesystem calls. ioctl
can be passed a socket descriptor too, as returned by the socket system call, and that
is how it is used by the networking code. This interface is used by old-generation
commands like ifconfig and route.
• getsockopt and setsockopt system calls are used by the iptables utility to configure
the firewall rules in the kernel. These system calls work similarly to the ioctl system
call – calling commands on a socket descriptor. There is also the option to use the
libiptc library that wraps these calls. The library is a part of the iptables project.
• libnftables is a library used by the nftables [16] userspace utility for configuring the
nftables in the Linux kernel. The library uses Netlink sockets to talk to the kernel,
however since the protocol involves compiling the firewall rules into a bytecode state
machine it is a better idea to use the library than to use the kernel interface directly.
• Netlink sockets are the newest and preferred mechanism for networking applications
to communicate with the kernel. Most commands in the iproute2 package [28] use it.
Compared to the other interfaces Netlink provides the widest support for communi-
cation with kernel components. Netlink represents for Linux what the routing socket
represents in the BSD world.
• The libnl suite [21] is a collection of libraries providing APIs to Netlink protocol
based Linux kernel interfaces. The interfaces are split into several small libraries to
not force applications to link against a single, bloated library. The most interesting is
the core libnl library that implements the fundamentals required to use the Netlink
protocol such as socket handling, message construction and parsing, and sending and
receiving of data. On top of this library are constructed other, higher level, libraries
that specilize in a specific Netlink protocol.
Most network kernel features can be configured using either Netlink or ioctl interfaces,
because the kernel supports both the newer configuration tools (iproute2) and the legacy
ones (ifconfig, route, etc.).
In addition to these userspace to kernelspace application interfaces there are also a few
notable userspace daemons that handle the low-level communication with the kernel and
export their own userspace interface:
• NetworkManager [22] is a userspace daemon designed to handle user defined connec-
tions to simplify networking, so that from the viewpoint of the user it “just works”. In
addition to that it exports a DBus and a GLib API that other userspace applications
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can use as well. NetworkManager uses the abstraction of a connection objects that
define all the settings for a specific interface. This is very usefull for laptop use where
a user can easily define several WiFi connections. NetworkManager itself uses Netlink
sockets and sysctl for communication with the kernel.
• wicd [24] is a network configuration daemon similar to Networkmanager. It also
defines connection objects that can be manipulated over a DBus interface.
• wpa supplicant [25] can be used for configuration of WiFi network devices when
connecting to WEP, WPA and WPA2 protected networks. It implements a control
interface that can be used by external programs to control the operations of the wpa -
supplicant daemon and to get status information and event notifications. There is
a small C library that provides helper functions to facilitate the use of the control
interface.
In the BSD world our options are much more limited. This is mainly caused by BSD be-
ing a pure UNIX system and therefore having a more strict definition of kernel to userspace
communication.
Compared to Linux, the sysfs virtual filesystem doesn’t exist and there is no equivalent.
And even though the procfs filesystem does exist it can’t be used to access the networking
subsystem, because the BSD kernel doesn’t export the information to this filesystem. There
are also no Netlink sockets on BSD, however, as was mentioned before, there are routing
sockets that are used to manipulate routing tables within the kernel. On BSD we are
therefore limited to using:
• sysctl system call only as the /proc/sys filesystem doesn’t exist for reasons mentioned
above,
• ioctl system call in combination with sockets, the same way ifconfig configures network
interfaces,
• routing sockets for configuration of routing tables.
2.1 ioctl
The ioctl system call is the original way of configuring hardware devices on Linux, and it is
still used on BSD as the main kernel interface. The advantage of this method is that it’s a
part of UNIX standards and therefore it can be used on both Linux and BSD in mostly the
same way, however there are some differences. Linux supports most of the listed commands
however some important commands (for example IP address deletion) are not supported in
these cases Netlink should be used instead.
The main disadvantage is its age resulting in bloated, hard to extend code, this is also
the main reason behind developing Netlink on Linux.
int ioctl (fd, cmd, ... /* arg */);
The ioctl system call has many different uses, network configuration being only one of
them. In order to access this functionality the filedescriptor argumet fd must be a socket
descriptor. The cmd argument and an optional third argument (with varying type) are
passed to and interpreted by the socket ioctl function to perform an appropriate control
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operation that is specified by the user. For most of the commands that are not related to
a concrete socket it doesn’t matter what family or type of socket is passed as an argument.
Based on [17] the socket ioctl control operations on UNIX systems can be in the following
control operations categories:
• Socket category with commands like SIOCATMARK, SIOCSPGRP, SIOCGPGRP that control
attributes of sockets which are not very important from the point of this thesis.
• Routing table category specifies three commands that operate on the kernel routing
table:
– SIOCADDRT adds a route entry in the routing table.
– SIOCDELRT deletes a route entry from the routing table.
ioctl(fd, cmd, (caddr_t)&route);
struct ortentry route;
Where cmd is set to SIOCADDRT or SIOCDELRT and the route entry information
is passed in an ortentry structure.
– SIOUPDROUTE Updates the routing table by using the information that is passed
in the ifreq structure.
ioctl (fd, SIOUPDROUTE, (caddr_t)&ifr);
struct ifreq ifr;
• ARP table category specifies three commands that operate on the kernel ARP table:
– SIOCSARP adds or modifies an ARP entry in the ARP table.
– SIOCDARP deletes an ARP entry from the ARP table.
– SIOCGARP gets an ARP entry from the ARP table.
ioctl(fd, cmd, (caddr_t)&ar);
struct arpreq ar;
Where cmd is set to one of the commands specified above, the ARP entry infor-
mation is passed in the arpreq structure.
• Global network parameters category commands can, according to IBM AIX docu-
mentation, be used to manipulate global network parameters. This category contains
commands like SIOCSNETOPT or SIOCGNETOPT that set or get a specified network op-
tion. This category doesn’t have much use for us since this is likely specific to the
AIS system.
• Interface category commands can be used to configure network devices. They pass
an ifreq structure:
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struct ifreq {
char ifr_name[IFNAMSIZ]; /* Interface name */
union {
struct sockaddr ifr_addr;
struct sockaddr ifr_dstaddr;
struct sockaddr ifr_broadaddr;
struct sockaddr ifr_netmask;
struct sockaddr ifr_hwaddr;
short ifr_flags;
int ifr_ifindex;
int ifr_metric;
int ifr_mtu;
struct ifmap ifr_map;
char ifr_slave[IFNAMSIZ];
char ifr_newname[IFNAMSIZ];
char *ifr_data;
};
};
This structure is used by Linux, BSD systems have a similar structure. Normally,
the user specifies which device to affect by setting the ifr name to the name of the
interface.
Some supported commands will be described in the following list, the information is
based on manual pages [15, 10] and kernel source code [13, 11]. It is important to note
that most network protocols (for example TCP) support their own ioctl commands
to configure protocol-specific interface options, these are not listed. The same applies
for different hardware drivers of network devices. In addition commands configuring
IPv6 addresses are not listed either because they’re just renamed versions of IPv4
commands.
– SIOCGIFNAME (Linux only) given the ifr ifindex, returns the name of the interface
in ifr name. This is the only command which returns its result in ifr name.
– SIOCGIFINDEX (Linux only) retrieves the interface index of the interface into
ifr ifindex.
– SIOCGIFFLAGS, SIOCSIFFLAGS get or set the active flag word of the device. Flag
word is in the ifr flags structure attribute. Setting the active flag word is a
privileged operation, but any process may read it.
– SIOCGIFPFLAGS, SIOCSIFPFLAGS (Linux only) get or set extended (private) flags
for the device. This is the same operation as previous two commands, however
setting the extended interface flags is a privileged operation. On BSD these
private flags are manipulated by the previous two commands, non-privileged
users will recieve an error when accessing these private flags.
– SIOCGIFADDR, SIOCSIFADDR get or set the address of the device using ifr addr.
Setting the interface address is a privileged operation. For compatibility, only
AF_INET addresses are accepted or returned.
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– SIOCAIFADDR, SIOCDIFADDR (BSD only) add or delete the address of the de-
vice using ifr addr. For compatibility, only AF_INET addresses are accepted or
returned.
– SIOCGIFDSTADDR, SIOCSIFDSTADDR get or set the destination address of a point-
to-point device using ifr dstaddr. For compatibility, only AF_INET addresses are
accepted or returned. Setting the destination address is a privileged operation.
– SIOCGIFBRDADDR, SIOCSIFBRDADDR get or set the broadcast address for a device
using ifr brdaddr. For compatibility, only AF_INET addresses are accepted or
returned. Setting the broadcast address is a privileged operation.
– SIOCGIFNETMASK, SIOCSIFNETMASK get or set the network mask for a device using
ifr netmask. For compatibility, only AF_INET addresses are accepted or returned.
Setting the network mask is a privileged operation.
– SIOCGIFMETRIC, SIOCSIFMETRIC get or set the metric of the device using ifr -
metric. This is currently not implemented on Linux; it sets ifr metric to 0 if you
attempt to read it and returns EOPNOTSUPP if you attempt to set it.
– SIOCGIFMTU, SIOCSIFMTU get or set the MTU (Maximum Transfer Unit) of a
device using ifr mtu. Setting the MTU is a privileged operation.
– SIOCGIFHWADDR, SIOCSIFHWADDR (Linux only) get or set the hardware address of
a device using ifr hwaddr. The hardware address is specified in a struct sockaddr.
sa family contains the ARPHRD * device type, sa data the L2 hardware address
starting from byte 0. Setting the hardware address is a privileged operation.
– SIOCSIFHWBROADCAST (Linux only) set the hardware broadcast address of a de-
vice from ifr hwaddr. This is a privileged operation.
– SIOCGIFMAP, SIOCSIFMAP (Linux only) get or set the interface’s hardware pa-
rameters using ifr map. Setting the parameters is a privileged operation.
struct ifmap {
unsigned long mem_start;
unsigned long mem_end;
unsigned short base_addr;
unsigned char irq;
unsigned char dma;
unsigned char port;
};
The interpretation of the ifmap structure depends on the device driver and the
architecture.
– SIOCADDMULTI, SIOCDELMULTI add an address to or delete an address from the
device’s link layer multicast filters using ifr hwaddr. These are privileged oper-
ations.
– SIOCGIFTXQLEN, SIOCSIFTXQLEN (Linux only) get or set the transmit queue
length of a device using ifr qlen. Setting the transmit queue length is a privileged
operation.
– SIOCSIFNAME (Linux only) changes the name of the interface specified in ifr -
name to ifr newname. This is a privileged operation. It is allowed only when
the interface is not up.
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– SIOCGIFCONF (Linux version) return a list of interface (transport layer) addresses.
This currently means only addresses of the AF_INET (IPv4) family for compati-
bility. The user passes an ifconf structure as argument to the ioctl.
struct ifconf {
int ifc_len; /* size of buffer */
union {
char *ifc_buf; /* buffer address */
struct ifreq *ifc_req; /* array of structures */
};
};
It contains a pointer to an array of ifreq structures in ifc req and its length in
bytes in ifc len. The kernel fills the ifreqs with all current L3 interface addresses
that are running: ifr name contains the interface name (eth0:1 etc.), ifr addr
the address. The kernel returns with the actual length in ifc len. If ifc len is
equal to the original length the buffer probably has overflowed and you should
retry with a bigger buffer to get all addresses. When no error occurs the ioctl
returns 0; otherwise -1. Overflow is not an error.
– SIOCGIFCONF (BSD version) returns configuration information for all the in-
terfaces that are configured on the system. The configuration information is
returned in a list of ifreq structures pointed to by the ifc req field, with one ifreq
structure per interface.
2.2 Netlink - Linux
The Netlink socket, described in RFC 3549[23], represents the preferred interface between
userspace and kernel for IP networking configuration. Netlink can also be used as an
intrakernel messaging system as well as between multiple userspace processes.
With Netlink sockets you can use the standard socket APIs to open, close, transmit
on, and receive from a socket. As with any other socket, when you open a Netlink socket,
you need to provide the domain, type, and protocol arguments. Netlink uses the new
PF_NETLINK protocol family (domain), supports only the SOCK_DGRAM type, and defines
several protocols, each one used for a different component (or a set of components) of the
networking stack. For example, the NETLINK_ROUTE protocol is used for most networking
features, such as routing and neighbouring protocols, and NETLINK_FIREWALL is used for
the firewall (Netfilter). Even though we use the SOCK_DGRAM type when creating the socket,
we use it as if it had the SOCK_RAW type and have to create all headers manually.
With Netlink sockets, endpoints are usually identified by the ID of the process that
opened the sockets (PID), where the special value 0 identifies the kernel. Among Netlink’s
features is the ability to send both unicast and multicast messages: the destination endpoint
address can be a PID, a multicast group ID, or a combination of the two. The kernel defines
Netlink multicast groups for the purpose of sending out notifications about particular kinds
of events, and user programs can register to those groups id they are interested in them. An
example of such groups are the RTMGRP_IPV4_ROUTE and RTMGRP_NEIGH used respectively for
notifications regarding changes to the routing tables and to the L3-to-L2 address mappings.
One of the advantages of Netlink over other userkernel interfaces such as ioctl is that
the kernel can initiate a transmission instead of just returning information in answer to
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userspace requests. This is a very important advantage of Netlink for this thesis since the
resulting library should provide the ability to easily implement notifications about kernel
changes.
The protocol argument of the socket call selects the kernel module or netlink group
to communicate with and by doing so it also specifies the protocol used over the created
socket. The currently assigned netlink families are:
• NETLINK_ROUTE recieves routing and link updates and may be used to modify the
routing tables (both IPv4 and IPv6), IP addresses, link parameters, neighbour setups,
queuing disciplines, traffic classes and packet clasifiers.
• NETLINK_W1 connects to the 1–wire subsystem.
• NETLINK_USERSOCK is reserved for usermode socket protocols.
• NETLINK_FIREWALL is used for transporting IPv4 packets from netfilter to userspace.
Used by ip queue kernel module.
• NETLINK_INET_DIAG is used for INET socket monitoring.
• NETLINK_NFLOG netfilter/iptables ULOG.
• NETLINK_XFRM connects to IPSec.
• NETLINK_SELINUX SELinux event notifications.
• NETLINK_ISCSI connects to Open-iSCSI.
• NETLINK_AUDIT is used for auditing.
• NETLINK_FIB_LOOKUP provides access to FIB lookup from user space.
• NETLINK_CONNECTOR new netlink based, userspace to kernelspace, easy to use com-
munication module.
• NETLINK_NETFILTER connects to the Netfilter subsystem.
• NETLINK_IP6_FW is used for transporting IPv6 packets from netfilter to userspace.
Used by ip6 queue kernel module.
• NETLINK_DNRTMSG contains DECnet routing messages.
• NETLINK_KOBJECT_UEVENT contains kernel messages to userspace.
• NETLINK_GENERIC is a generic netlink family for simplified netlink usage.
For this thesis the most important netlink family is NETLINK_ROUTE. We will describe this
in later subsections.
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2.2.1 Message format
Netlink messages consist of a byte stream with one or multiple nlmsghdr headers and as-
sociated payload. The byte stream should be accesed only with the standard NLMSG_*
macros defined in the linux/netlink.h header file. In multipart messages (multiple head-
ers with associated payloads in one byte stream) the first and all following headers have
the NLM_F_MULTI flag set, except for the last header which has the type NLMSG_DONE.
The nlmsghdr header itself is a simple structure:
struct nlmsghdr {
_u32 nlmsg_len; /* Length of message including the header. */
_u16 nlmsg_type; /* Type of message content. */
_u16 nlmsg_flags; /* Additional flags. */
_u32 nlmsg_seq; /* Sequence number. */
_u32 nlmsg_pid; /* Sender port ID. */
};
The header is then followed by the associated payload and depends on the value of nlmsg -
type which can be one of the standard types or can be specified by the used netlink fam-
ily.nlmsg seq and nlmsg pid are used to track messages. nlmsg pid shows the origin of the
message, it’s always 0 if the origin is the kernel, for a userspace process, it is usually the
PID of the process owning the netlink socket. However this doesn’t have to be the case
when a process owns more than one netlink socket – in this case only one can be identified
by the PID of the process, other sockets gain a unique identifier assigned by the kernel.
2.2.2 NETLINK ROUTE
Sockets communicating by the NETLINK_ROUTE protocol, also know as rtnetlink, allow the
kernel’s routing tables to be read and altered. They are used within the kernel to communi-
cate between various subsystems and for communication with userspace programs. Network
routes, IP addresses, link parameters, neighbour setups, queuing disciplines, traffic classes
and packet clasifiers may all be controlled through NETLINK_ROUTE sockets.
Messages
Here we will describe the individual message types that the NETLINK_ROUTE protocol de-
fines based on rtnetlink (7) manual page [15]. Some of these messages can have optional
attributes after the initial header:
struct rtattr {
unsigned short rta_len; /* Length of option */
unsigned short rta_type; /* Type of option */
/* Data follows */
};
These attributes are simple pairs of type (rta type) and the value in the following data that
is not contained within the structure since it doesn’t have a specific type. For this reason
attributes should be manipulated using only the RTA_* macros or the libnetlink library.
Rtnetlink consists of these message types (in addtion to standard message types):
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• RTM NEWLINK, RTM DELLINK, RTM GETLINK Create, remove or get information about
a specific network interface. Sometimes these can also be used to change the L2
address of an interface if the device driver allows it. These messages contain an
ifinfomsg structure followed by a series of rtattr structures.
struct ifinfomsg {
unsigned char ifi_family; /* AF_UNSPEC */
unsigned short ifi_type; /* Device type */
int ifi_index; /* Interface index */
unsigned int ifi_flags; /* Device flags */
unsigned int ifi_change; /* change mask */
};
From this structure we are mostly interested in the ifi index field, which is a unique
identifier of a network interface within the kernel, and the ifi type field that tells us
what type of network device we are dealing with.
• RTM NEWADDR, RTM DELADDR, RTM GETADDR Add, remove or receive information about
an IP address associated with an interface. Interfaces can carry multiple IP addresses.
These messages support IPv4 and IPv6 addresses. They contain an ifaddrmsg struc-
ture, optionally followed by rtattr routing attributes.
struct ifaddrmsg {
unsigned char ifa_family; /* Address type */
unsigned char ifa_prefixlen; /* Prefixlength of address */
unsigned char ifa_flags; /* Address flags */
unsigned char ifa_scope; /* Address scope */
int ifa_index; /* Interface index */
};
• RTM NEWROUTE, RTM DELROUTE, RTM GETROUTE Create, remove or receive information
about a network route. These messages contain a rtmsg structure with an optional
sequence of rtattr structures following. For RTM_GETROUTE, setting rtm dst len and
rtm src len to 0 means you get all entries for the specified routing table. For the other
fields, except rtm table and rtm protocol, 0 is the wildcard.
struct rtmsg {
unsigned char rtm_family; /* Address family of route */
unsigned char rtm_dst_len; /* Length of destination */
unsigned char rtm_src_len; /* Length of source */
unsigned char rtm_tos; /* TOS filter */
unsigned char rtm_table; /* Routing table ID */
unsigned char rtm_protocol; /* Routing protocol */
unsigned char rtm_scope;
unsigned char rtm_type;
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unsigned int rtm_flags;
};
• RTM NEWNEIGH, RTM DELNEIGH, RTM GETNEIGH Add, remove or receive information
about a neighbor table entry (for example an ARP entry). The message contains
an ndmsg structure.
struct ndmsg {
unsigned char ndm_family;
int ndm_ifindex; /* Interface index */
_u16 ndm_state; /* State */
_u8 ndm_flags; /* Flags */
_u8 ndm_type;
};
• RTM NEWRULE, RTM DELRULE, RTM GETRULE Add, delete or retrieve a routing rule. Car-
ries a struct rtmsg that was defined above.
• RTM NEWQDISC, RTM DELQDISC, RTM GETQDISC Add, remove or get a queueing disci-
pline. The message contains a struct tcmsg and may be followed by a series of at-
tributes.
struct tcmsg {
unsigned char tcm_family;
int tcm_ifindex; /* interface index */
_u32 tcm_handle; /* Qdisc handle */
_u32 tcm_parent; /* Parent qdisc */
_u32 tcm_info;
};
• RTM NEWTCLASS, RTM DELTCLASS, RTM GETTCLASS Add, remove or get a traffic class.
These messages contain a struct tcmsg as described above.
• RTM NEWTFILTER, RTM DELTFILTER, RTM GETTFILTER Add, remove or receive informa-
tion about a traffic filter. These messages contain a struct tcmsg as described above.
2.3 Firewall - Linux
The Linux kernel comes with a firewall solution out of the box. The firewall is split into
several Netfilter modules that each do a part of the filtering by registering Netfilter hooks
that will ensure packet filtering according to defined rules. Currently, there are two main
kernel modules that act as a firewall.
The older one is iptables [12] and related modules, that define a table-based system for
defining firewall rules. Configuration of these tables is usually done by the iptables userspace
utility. This utility uses the getsockopt and setsockopt system calls to communicate with
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the kernel. The iptables project also comes with the libiptc library that simplifies the
communication with the kernel by providing a simple add/delete/replace interface.
The newer approach is nftables [16]. The kernel module inserts a small virtual machine
into the kernel that interprets a simple bytecode compiled pseudo–state machine. This
machine is created by the userspace utility based on firewall rules defined by the adminis-
trator, then it is passed to the kernel through a Netlink socket. This complicated process
is wrapped in the libnftables library.
2.3.1 libiptc
libiptc is the iptables control library, designed for listing and manipulating rules in the
iptables kernel module. While its current use is for the iptables program, it should make
writing other tools fairly easy.
The kernel tables themselves are simply a table of rules, and a set of numbers rep-
resenting entry points. Chain names (INPUT, etc) are provided as an abstraction by the
library. User defined chains are labelled by inserting an error node before the head of the
user-defined chain, which contains the chain name in the extra data section of the target
(the builtin chain positions are defined by the three table entry points).
The following standard targets are supported: ACCEPT, DROP, QUEUE, RETURN, and JUMP.
When iptc init() is called, the table, including the counters, is read from the kernel
module. This creates a local copy of the table that the userspace program can manipulate
using the following functions:
• iptc insert entry()
• iptc replace entry()
• iptc append entry()
• iptc delete entry()
• iptc delete num entry()
• iptc flush entries()
• iptc zero entries()
• iptc create chain()
• iptc delete chain()
• iptc set policy()
The table changes can then be written back to the kernel by calling the iptc commit()
function. This also means it is possible for race conditions to occur when two library users
are operating on the same chain.
2.4 Firewall - BSD
In comparison to Linux systems, there are more firewall options on BSD systems. Instead
of covering them all this section will focus on firewalls offered on FreeBSD [8].
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FreeBSD has three firewalls built into the base system: IPFILTER, also known as IPF,
IPFIREWALL, also known as IPFW, and PF. FreeBSD also provides two traffic shapers for
controlling bandwidth usage: altq and emphdummynet. Dummynet has traditionally been
closely tied with IPFW, and ALTQ with PF. Each firewall uses rules to control the access of
packets to and from a FreeBSD system, although they go about it in different ways and
each has a different rule syntax. Neither one of these firewalls is the preferred choice and
use depend on either the needs or personal preference of the user.
2.4.1 IPF
The IPF firewall is configurable through ioctl system calls, with three basic commands:
• SIOCADDFR to add a firewall rule
• SIOCDELFR to delete a firewall rule
• SIOCIPFFL to flush the input, output or both rule lists
In addition to these basic commands there is a complete ioctl command list that define
additional operations for example getting statistics or accessing specific rule lists.
IP Filter supports two lists of rules for filtering and accounting: an active list and an
inactive list. This allows for large scale rule base changes to be put in place atomically
with otherwise minimal interruption. Which of the two is active can be changed using the
SIOCSWAPA ioctl. It is important to note that no passed argument is recognised and that
the value returned is that of the list which is now inactive.
All of these ioctl commands are implemented as being routing ioctls and thus the same
rules for the various routing ioctls and the file descriptor are employed, mainly being that
the fd must be that of the device associated with the module (for example /dev/ipl).
2.4.2 IPFW
IPFW is a stateful firewall written for FreeBSD which also provides a traffic shaper, packet
scheduler, and in–kernel NAT.
IPFW is composed of several components: the kernel firewall filter rule processor and
its integrated packet accounting facility, the logging facility, the divert rule which triggers
NAT, the dummynet traffic shaper facilities, the fwd rule forward facility, the bridge facility,
and the ipstealth facility. IPFW supports both IPv4 and IPv6.
Configuration of IPFW is done by using the ipfw tool. This tool uses the getsockopt,
setsockopt and sysctl system calls to communicate with the kernel. Unfortunately there is
no documentation for the communication protocol, however it is possible to use the ipfw
source code if needed.
2.4.3 PF
Packet filtering takes place in the kernel. A pseudo–device, /dev/pf, allows userland pro-
cesses to control the behavior of the packet filter through an ioctl interface. There are
commands to enable and disable the filter, load rulesets, add and remove individual rules
or state table entries, and retrieve statistics.
Manipulations like loading a ruleset that involve more than a single ioctl call require a
ticket, which prevents the occurrence of multiple concurrent manipulations.
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Rules and address tables are contained in so–called anchors. When servicing an ioctl
request, if the anchor field of the argument structure is empty, the kernel will use the default
anchor (usually the main ruleset) in operations. Anchors are specified by name and may be
nested, with components separated by / characters, similar to how file system hierarchies
are laid out. The final component of the anchor path is the anchor under which operations
will be performed.
As was mentioned communication with the PF kernel modules uses the ioctl system call
and may require using a ticket system. This ticket is aquired by calling an ioctl command
that starts a transaction by preparing internal data structures and returns a ticket. An
example of such a command is DIOCBEGINADDRS that clears the buffer address pool and
returns a ticket for subsequent DIOCADDADDR, DIOCADDRULE and DIOCDIOCCHANGERULE calls.
In its entirety PF supports many commands that can retrieve statistics, defined rules or
manipulate other parts of the PF kernel module. We will note a few interesting ones here
and skip the others:
• DIOCSTART and DIOCSTOP can start or stop the packet filter.
• DIOCSTARTALTQ and DIOCSTOPALTQ can start or stop the ALTQ bandwidth control
system.
• DIOCGETRULES and DIOCGETRULE, where the first command retrieves a ticket for subse-
quent calls of the second command that retrieves a single rule specified by its number.
• DIOCIGETIFACES gets the list of interfaces and interface drivers known to PF.
• DIOCGETSTATUS gets the internal packet filter statistics.
• DIOCCLRSTATUS clears the internal packet filter statistics.
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Chapter 3
Network device overview
In this chapter the thesis overviews the most used network device types and will concentrate
on describing their configuration options. The information in this chapter will be used to
design and implement both the kernel side and the user side of the configuration library.
Both Linux based and BSD based systems support a wide range of network devices for
different uses. These can be either physical or software devices.
Physical devices are network devices that must have a hardware port installed in the
computer, their type depends on the hardware and the associated kernel driver and the
kernel usually creates them during boot if supported. An example of physical devices are
Ethernet or WiFi network cards.
Software devices do not represent a physical device, instead they exist virtualy within the
kernel. This can be useful for a variety of reasons, for example link aggregation (bonding)
or implementing higher layers of the networking protocol stack (bridge).
3.1 Ethernet
Ethernet is one of the most commonly used family of networking technologies used for local
area networks. It was standardized as IEEE 802.3 in year 1983[7]. Ethernet devices are
all network devices that are compliant with this family of standards. When recognized by
an appropriate driver the kernel creates an internal data structure, the device can them
be identified by either its interface index – a unique ID assigned by the kernel to every
registered device or by its name (usually ethX for ethernet devices). The kernel will also
initialize some configuration options to their default values.
Ethernet devices can be configured using the ethtool, ifconfig or iproute2 applications
that use the kernel interfaces described in the previous chapter. The generic configuration
options that are supported by most ethernet devices on Linux [14] are:
• rx and tx ring buffer parameters,
• various protocol oﬄoading features of the device,
• rx and tx checksumming can be enabled and disabled,
• rx and tx VLAN acceleration,
• restarting auto-negotiation if enabled,
• executing selftests,
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• setting different device speeds,
• Wake-on-LAN options,
• network flow classification options and rules,
• size of maximum transmission unit (MTU),
• changing the MAC address.
3.2 Infiniband
InfiniBand [18] is an industry–standard specification that defines an input/output architec-
ture used to interconnect servers, communications infrastructure equipment, storage and
embedded systems. InfiniBand is a true fabric architecture that leverages switched, point–
to–point channels with data transfers today at up to 120 gigabits per second, both in chassis
backplane applications as well as through external copper and optical fiber connections.
The ib_uverbs module documented in [14], enables direct userspace access to Infini-
Band hardware via verbs, as described in chapter 11 of the InfiniBand Architecture Specifi-
cation. To use the verbs, the libibverbs library is required. libibverbs contains a device–
independent API for using the ib_uverbs interface. libibverbs also requires appropriate
device–dependent kernel and userspace driver for your InfiniBand hardware.
Verbs can be used to:
• open and close Host Channel Adapters (HCA),
• read and modify HCA attributes,
• allocate and deallocate protection domains,
• create, modify, query and destroy address handles.
Userspace communicates with the kernel for slow path, resource management operations
via the /dev/infiniband/uverbsN character devices. Fast path operations are typically
performed by writing directly to hardware registers mapped into userspace, with no system
call or context switch into the kernel. Commands are sent to the kernel by writing to these
device files.
In addition to verbs for each InfiniBand device, the InfiniBand drivers create the
node_type, node_guid and sys_image_guid files under the
/sys/class/infiniband/<device name> directory. There is also a ports subdirectory,
with one subdirectory for each port. In each port subdirectory, the following files are
created:
• cap_mask contains the port capability mask
• lid contains the port Local ID (LID)
• lid_mask_count contains the port LID mask count
• rate contains the port data rate (active width * active speed)
• sm_lid is the subnet manager LID for port’s subnet
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• sm_sl is the subnet manager Service Level (SL) for the ports subnet
• state contains the port state (DOWN, INIT, ARMED, ACTIVE or ACTIVE_DEFER)
• phys_state contains the port physical state (Sleep, Polling, LinkUp, etc)
Finally there is also a counters subdirectory that contains values of the ports Performance
Managerment PortCounters attributes.
3.3 WiFi – IEEE 802.11
IEEE 802.11 [6] is a set of specifications for implementing wireless local area networks.
In Linux the wireless subsystem is composed of device drivers, the core mac80211 and
cfg80211 components and the new userspace and in–kernel nl80211 configuration interface
that uses the NETLINK_GENERIC protocol. The nl80211 configuration interface is used by
the iw and wpa supplicant applications. [20]
The Netlink protocol defined by the nl80211 interface enumerates a set of netlink mes-
sage types defined in include/linux/nl80211.h [13], messages that represent commands
start with a prefix NL80211_CMD_ and provide a wide variety of configuration options. Since
the number of defined messages is very large the following list will contain only a few iter-
esting ones.
• NL80211_CMD_GET_WIPHY requests information about a wiphy (wireless hardware de-
scription structure within the kernel) or dumps a request to get a list of all present
wiphys.
• NL80211_CMD_SET_WIPHY sets wiphy parameters that are passed as netlink attributes.
Can be used to set the wiphy name, TX queue parameters, frequency of the selected
channel, fragmentation threshold and other attributes.
• NL80211_CMD_GET_INTERFACE requests an interfaces configuration.
• NL80211_CMD_NEW_INTERFACE is either a notification of a newly created virtual in-
terface or response to the previous command. It can also be used by userspace to
request creation of a new virtual interface.
• NL80211_CMD_DEL_INTERFACE is a notification that a virtual interface was deleted
and it can be used by the userspace to request a deletion of a virtual interface.
• NL80211_CMD_SET_BEACON changes the beacon on an access point interface.
• NL80211_CMD_START_AP starts AP operation on an AP interface.
• NL80211_CMD_STOP_AP stops AP operation on the given interface.
• NL80211_CMD_TRIGGER_SCAN triggers a new scan with the given parameters.
• NL80211_CMD_GET_SCAN gets scan results.
• NL80211_CMD_NEW_SCAN_RESULTS represents scan notifications that are recieved as
results to calling the previous command.
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• NL80211_CMD_AUTHENTICATE represents an authentication request and notification.
This command is used both as a command (request to authenticate) and as an event
indicating completion of the authentication process.
• NL80211_CMD_DEAUTHENTICATE represents a deauthentication request and notifica-
tion.
• NL80211_CMD_ASSOCIATE represents an association request and notification.
• NL80211_CMD_DISASSOCIATE represents disassociation request and notification.
• NL80211_CMD_CONNECT is a connection request and notification. The command re-
quests to connect to a specified network but without separating authentication and
association steps. For this, you need to specify the SSID.
• NL80211_CMD_DISCONNECT drops a given connection, also used to notify userspace
that a connection was dropped by the AP or due to other reasons.
3.4 Bonding
The Linux bonding driver, documented in [14] provides a method for aggregating multiple
network interfaces into a single logical bonded interface. The behavior of the bonded in-
terfaces depends upon the mode, generally speaking, modes provide either hot standby or
load balancing services. Additionally, link integrity monitoring may be performed.
Bonding interfaces can be configured using either the specific distributions network
initialization scripts, or manually using the sysfs interface. Netlink configuration is also
supported, however it is not documented. The sysfs interface allows dynamic configuration
of all bonds in the system without unloading the module. It also allows for adding and
removing bonds, as well as use of multiple bonds with different configurations without
having to reload the module. It also allows you to use multiple, differently configured
bonds when bonding is compiled into the kernel. The important parts of the sysfs interface
will be described in the following list, it assumes that the sysfs filesystem is mounted in the
standard location /sys.
• Creating and removing bonding devices can be done simply by writing to the file
/sys/class/net/bonding_masters, for example +bond0 to create or -bond0 to re-
move a bonding interface named bond0. The same file can also be read to list all
currently existing bonding interfaces. After the creation of the interface a directory
/sys/class/net/bond0/ will be created, this directory contains the kernel configu-
ration interface for the specific network interface.
• The simplest bonding configuration is to add and remove slaves, this can be achieved
by writing to the /sys/class/net/<bond>/bonding/slaves file, for example +eth0
to enslave or -eth0 to free the eth0 interface. The same file can also be read to list
currently enslaved interfaces.
• The basic configuration described in the previous points will create a simple bonding
interface with enslaved interfaces and default configuration parameters. These can
be changed through other files located in the /sys/class/net/<bond>/bonding/
directory, all the files are named according to the option that they change and can
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be both written to and read from to get and set the option. The most interesting
options are:
– mode specifies one of the bonding policies. The default is balance-rr (round
robin), where packets are transmitter in sequential order from the first available
slave through the last. Other possible values are for example: active-backup
where only one slave is active and other slaves act as backups, balance-xor
where transmission is based on the selected transmit hash policy, broadcast
where everything is transmitted on all slaves, 802.3ad that utilizes all slaves in
the active aggregator according to the IEEE 802.3ad specification.
– active_slave specifies the new active slave for modes that support it (for ex-
ample active-backup). If no slave is specified a new active slave is selected
automatically.
– arp_interval specifies the ARP link monitoring frequency in milliseconds. The
ARP monitor works by periodically checking the slave devices to determine
whether they have sent or recieved traffic recently. Regular traffic is generated
by ARP probes issued for the addresses specified by the arp_ip_target option.
– fail_over_mac specifies whether active-backup mode should set all slaves to
the same MAC address at enslavement (the traditional behavior), or, when en-
abled, perform special handling of the bonds MAC address in accordance with
the selected policy.
– min_links specifies the minimum number of links that must be active before
asserting carrier. This allows setting the minimum number of member ports
that must be up (link–up state) before marking the bond device as up (carrier
on). This is useful for situations where higher level services such as clustering
want to ensure a minimum number of low bandwidth links are active before
switchover. This option only affects the 802.3ad mode.
– primary specifies which slave is the primary device. The specified device will
always be the active slave while it is available. Only when the primary is off-line
will alternate devices be used. This is useful when one slave is preferred over
another, for example, when one slave has higher throughput than another.
3.5 Bridge
The Linux bridge code implements a subset of the ANSI/IEEE 802.1d standard [4, 19]. A
bridge is a way to connect two Ethernet segments together in a protocol independent way.
Packets are forwarded based on Ethernet address, rather than IP address (like a router).
Since forwarding is done at Layer 2, all protocols can go transparently through a bridge. A
Linux bridge is more powerful than a pure hardware bridge because it can also filter and
shape traffic.
Manual configuration of bridges can be done by using the brctl application which is a part
of the bridge–utils project. The project also implements a library libbridge that handles the
userspace to kernel communication using ioctl system calls. The libbridge library provides
the following bridge configuration functions that describe the Bridge configuration options:
• br_add_bridge() and br_del_bridge() create or destroy a bridge interface specified
by its name,
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• br_add_interface() and br_del_interface() add or remove an interface from the
bridge interface,
• br_set_ageing_time() sets ageing time of the bridge interface, after the set amount
of seconds of not having seen a frame coming from a certain address, the bridge will
time out (delete) that address from the Forwarding DataBase,
• br_set_stp_state() controls the state of the Spanning Tree Protocol (STP), the
function can enable or disable its usage. If STP is enabled it can be configured further,
altough it is usually not needed since the configuration is automatically detected. The
STP can be configured by functions:
– br_set_bridge_priority() that sets the bridges priority, lower values are con-
sidered ’better’, bridge with the lowest priority will be elected as the root bridge,
– br_set_bridge_forward_delay() sets the bridges forward delay time,
– br_set_bridge_hello_time() sets the bridges hello time,
– br_set_bridge_max_age() sets the bridges maximum message age,
– br_set_path_cost() sets the port cost of the specified port interface,
– br_set_port_priority() sets the port priority of the specified port interface.
3.6 VLAN
Virtual Local Area Networks (VLANs) is a term used collectively for technical solutions
to logically segmenting physical networks. The most commonly implemented solution is
standardized in IEEE 802.1q [5]. VLANs allow a network administrator to logically segment
a LAN into different broadcast domains. Since this is a logical segmentation and not a
physical one, workstations do not have to be physically located together. Users on different
floors of the same building, or even in different buildings can now belong to the same LAN.
There is no hardware difference to a normal LAN with the exception that the network
devices need to support VLANs.
The Linux implements VLAN support by creating a new type of software interface. A
VLAN interface is always created by attaching to an ethernet device (often called real) and
will be destroyed if the real device is removed. VLAN interfaces can be configured both by
the Netlink protocol NETLINK_ROUTE and by specific ioctl commands. [13]
When creating or changing configuration of a VLAN interface through Netlink the
RTM_NEWLINK message describing the parent interface is created, but with an attribute struc-
ture defining VLAN configuration added. To delete the VLAN interface through Netlink a
RTM_DELLINK message is sent to the kernel. The attached structure contains the following
attributes:
• IFLA_VLAN_ID contains the assigned VLAN ID that traffic going out of the interface
will be tagged with, and incoming traffic will be filtered by.
• IFLA_VLAN_FLAGS contains REORDER_HDR, GVRP, MVRP and LOOSE_BINDING flags
• IFLA_VLAN_EGRESS_QOS contains the egress QoS mapping
• IFLA_VLAN_INGRESS_QOS contains the ingress QoS mapping
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• IFLA_VLAN_PROTOCOL specifies whether to use the 802.1Q or 802.1ad protocol
VLAN interfaces can also be configured through ioctl commands SIOCSIFVLAN for creat-
ing a new VLAN interface of changing the configuration of an existing one and SIOCGIFVLAN
for getting the current configuration. The ioctl call passes a vlan_ioctl_args structure
that contains the specific command to be executed:
• ADD_VLAN_CMD and DEL_VLAN_CMD create or destroy the specified VLAN interface,
• SET_VLAN_INGRESS_PRIORITY_CMD and SET_VLAN_EGRESS_PRIORITY_CMD set the
ingress and egress priority of the specified device,
• SET_VLAN_NAME_TYPE_CMD sets the name type of the VLAN interface. The ioctl con-
figuration interface doesn’t allow setting the name manually, instead the kernel gen-
erates the name depending on the name type argument,
• SET_VLAN_FLAG_CMD sets the flags of the VLAN interface,
• GET_VLAN_REALDEV_NAME_CMD returns the name of the real device the VLAN interface
is attached to,
• GET_VLAN_VID_CMD returns the VLAN ID of the specified interface.
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Chapter 4
Library design
This chapter concentrates on the main goal of the thesis – an easily extendable design of a
network configuration library. The resulting design should conform to several demands:
• Object–Oriented – We are seeking to make the configuration as concise as possible and
we also want to provide several levels of abstraction to the user trying to configure.
An Object–Oriented approach will result in a class hierarchy where specific object
types can be generalized to provide a simple common interface. For example different
types of link aggregator device types have all in common manipulation of slave devices
even though this might mean slightly different operations for each one.
• Portability – The library should be designed in such a way that it is possible to
easily portable to other operating systems that might use different means of network
configuration.
• Extendable userspace access – The resulting library should provide several different
means of accessing the configuration interface. Several possible scenarios are: stati-
cally linking the library to an application, a remote procedure call access, bindings
to different languages, a dbus interface and others. In combination with the previous
point it should be possible to use the library in a large variety of situations.
• Extendability – Specifically in regards to supported configurable interface types, fire-
walls, routing and other parts of the networking subsystem.
• Notifications – Often times it is beneficial for applications to be notified when net-
work configuration was changed without their direct involvement. The library should
therefore be able to inform the application of such events when requested.
An often used solution to achieve highly extendable userspace access is to implement the
core library that provides a single interface access, and later build a series of helper daemon
applications and libraries that will translate the core interface to a different type of inter–
process communication interface. An example of this approach are Python bindings of C
libraries such as the libxml or libvirt. This will be the approach used for implementation
of this library as it provides simple design and adding support for a new interface will not
require changing the core library.
On the other hand the extendability of the core library will require the overall class
hierarchy design to take into account the possibility of future additions.
In the following sections we will discuss the individual demands and how they are
reflected in the design and implementation of the configuration library.
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4.1 Library class hierarchy
When using the library the user will be able to access the classes that declare the available
configuration interface. All of these classes are pure virtual classes that only define the
publicly accessible interface. The implementation of these interfaces is sepparate for reasons
of portability explained in the next section. Together these classes create a class hierarchy,
at the highest abstraction layer the library supports two basic object interfaces:
• Network devices, declared in the NetDevice class which will provide functions for the
highest level network protocols such as IP configuration – adding addresses, removing
addresses.
• Tables, declared in the Table class which will represent both routing tables, firewalls
and other similar table based filters. The interfaces will provide the ability to manip-
ulate the tables by adding, removing or listing records present in the table.
These are further divided into more specific classes that can either be final classes that will
not be further expanded or classes that represent another layer of generalization. Both of
these class trees are designed such that extending the feature set won’t affect other parts
of the hierarchy.
Based on information from the previous chapter we can define the following for network
devices, this hierarchy can also be seen in the UML diagram 4.1.
• Ethernet and Infiniband are both represented by their own specific classes (EthDevice
and InfiniBandDevice) since they directly represent very specific technologies with
different configuration options.
• WirelessDevice is a generalized class that implements an interface for connecting and
disconnecting to wireless networks, along with performing scans. The class is then
further inherited into device specific classes such as WiFiDevice and WiMAXDevice
these will define their own specific interfaces.
• LAggregationDevice is another generalized class implementing an interface for slave
management – adding, removing slaves, selecting slave policies (round robin or pref-
ered slave). The class will be further inherited to create classes for bonding, team and
lagg which is link aggregation implementation on FreeBSD.
• BridgeDevice is similar to link aggregation by implementing an interface for slave
management, but without slave policies. Instead Spanning Tree Protocol configura-
tion is be available.
For tables we can define a distinction by the type of records they store:
• Routing tables that will provide access to routing rules and will be further inherited
into classes that will implement interfaces for specific implementations of routing
tables.
• Network filtering tables that will provide access to filtering rules. This class will
be further inherited by classes for specific types of filtering tables such as iptables,
arptables, nftables, ipf, ipfw, pf or others.
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Figure 4.1: Class hierarchy for network devices
4.2 Portability
The previous section discussed how the objects available to the userspace side of the library
will be visible. This section will consider the kernelspace side of the library.
The main technical problem with portability is the differences of networking subsystems
which can either provide different kernelspace to userspace interfaces or even have a different
feature set. This needs to be taken into account and the library should be able to disable
unsupported features. An example would be the configuration of link aggregation on Linux
and FreeBSD – on Linux we can create a Bonding or Team device using Netlink sockets,
on FreeBSD there are no Netlink sockets and there are no Bonding or Team devices in the
same sense as on Linux.
For this reason, as was already mentioned in the previous section, the class hierarchy
only declares virtual interfaces that the library provides for the user and sepparates their
implementation. This allows us to implement several versions of the same interface for
different operating systems and even different kernelspace interfaces of the same operating
system. These different implementations are pluggable modules that can be easily added
to the library to extend its functionality. Since these modules are compiled as dynamic
modules the library doesn’t need any additional changes when adding a new module.
The second part of the solution is the definition of the LibNCFG class. This class defines
a factory object that handles the construction of configuration objects instead of the user.
This implies that the class also detects which configuration classes are available and which
interface they implement. The user will therefore be able to request configuration objects
with varying levels of details and if available choose a specific kernelspace interface that
should be used. For example link aggregation object instead of a bonding object specifically.
Finally, implementation of software that is portable to multiple operating systems often
involves the use of a build system that automates the process of compiling the source code
for a specific operating system. The library created in this thesis is the same and uses the
CMake [26] build system.
4.3 Notifications
Notification events pose a problem when implementing independent libraries. The main
reason for these problems is that the library is running in the same thread as the application
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and the execution of library code is completely dependent on the application calling methods
in the library. In addition to this limitation not all kernel interfaces support notifications
to userspace. The only universally possible solution is to therefore polling for changes when
the application requests it.
The library can implement this by defining methods, in the LibNCFG class, that register
callbacks for specified events on configuration objects. These callbacks will are dependent
on the specific type of the configuration object. Each object will then have a method
that on execution checks if any registered changes occured and call the associated callback
methods. In addition the factory object also defines a method that iterates over all the
registered callbacks.
The notifications will however require the application to follow certain rules for defined
callback methods. The most imporant rule being to not call the update methods from these
callback methods as this could result in an infinite loop. Likewise important will be to call
the update methods frequently enough to not miss any quick changes. This limitation can’t
be solved perfectly without direct support from the kernel interface and proper handling
from the application.
When considering higher level userspace interfaces that will be implemented by helper
daemon applications, notifications can be solved more easily if the higher level interface
supports it. An example would be DBus signals. The problems of infinite loops or appli-
cations missing change events become less significant. The separate daemon application
becomes independent from the userspace application and can interrupt it on notifications,
proper notification therefore depends only on support from the kernel interface and the
capabilities of sending asynchronous events over the higher level interface.
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Chapter 5
Design and Implementation details
This chapter decribes the specifics of the library design as well as implementation details of
important classes. The previous chapters all took into consideration both Linux and BSD
operating systems, however implementing support for both systems is out of the scope of
this thesis. Therefore, even though the design of the library is targeted for both systems,
the implementation details in this chapter are related to Linux systems only.
5.1 LibNCFG
Figure 5.1: LibNCFG class UML diagram
The LibNCFG class represents the core of the configuration library. It is a small, statically
linked, object that provides the user with access to the API of the library. The construc-
tor of the library detects the available pluggable modules. These modules each define a
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single object, that uses some type of a kernel interface, to implement a configuration inter-
face, for example the object libnetlinknetdevice.so defines the class NetlinkNetDevice
that uses Netlink sockets to implement the interface defined by the NetDevice class. The
detected modules are loaded and stored in the private attributes devclass_mapping and
table_class_mapping. These attributes map the interface type (type enum if_type, for
example IF_NETLINK) and the class type (enum dev_type and table_type, for example
NET_DEVICE) to struct devclass_interface (or struct tableclass_interface). The
devclass_interface structure looks like this:
struct devclass_interface{
create_netdev *create = NULL;
destroy_netdev *destroy = NULL;
dev_type type = NET_DEVICE;
void *handle = NULL
};
The create and destroy attributes are pointers to functions that are defined by the module
and that handle the creation (destruction) of the object defined in this module. The handle
is a pointer to the dynamically loaded module itself.
It is important to note that there can not be two modules that implement the same
configuration interface and use the same kernel interface, however there can be two modules
that use a different kernel interface. When creating objects the LibNCFG class follows the
order of preferred kernel interfaces that is stored in the if_type_order vector. The order
can be changed by the set_if_type_order method, and all the get * methods have a
parameter if_type that is set will ignore the set order for one call of the method.
The attribute devices is used to store references to all detected network devices on the
system, this serves as a both as a database for quickly accessing devices by the get_device
methods, as well as a means of checking for device creation or destruction events that the
user can decide to register. All of the device objects in this vector implement the most
basic NetDevice interface, the reason is that unfortunately the precise device type is not
explicitly exported by the kernel – we only get the type of device which is important for
the ARP protocol. The best that the library can do is to try and deduce the device type
however this can be impossible for some device types and inaccurate for others. Because of
this the responsibility of choosing the correct device type falls on the user when calling one
of the get_device methods, the create_soft_device methods don’t have this problem
since the user must specify the device type.
On Linux this class uses Netlink sockets, with the help of the libmnl library [27], to
detect network devices and to monitor some of the events that can occur.
The implementation of get_device methods consists of: updating the internal database
of devices then searching this database for the specified device to check if it exists (returns
NULL if the device doesn’t exist) and then creating a new object the users requirements for
device type and kernel interface type. The create_soft_device methods are implemented
in the same way, but the logic for checking if the device exists is inverted and the method
will therefore always create a new object, they use the create method of NetDevice objects,
described in 5.2. Since these methods return a reference to a newly created object the user
needs to use the dealloc_device method when the object is not usefull anymore. An
exception to this rule is the get_devices method which doesn’t create new objects. The
destroy_soft_device methods serve the opposite function to the create_soft_device
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methods and attempt to remove the specified device from the kernel, by using the destroy
method of a NetDevice object.
The methods register_event and unregister_event are used to register (or unreg-
ister) callback functions for specified events. This represents the mechanism for handling
configuration changes that occur in the kernel. Examples of such events are creation and
removal of a device, change of state of a device, adding or removing ip addresses or changes
in routing rules. Since the library is a part of an application and doesn’t create any new
threads the application needs to use the check_events method that will iterate over all
registered events and call the associated functions if necessary. As a Linux specific function-
ality the LibNCFG object can use a Netlink socket to monitor any changes in the kernel,
the user can then use this socket in a select() call to call the check_events method only
when changes have actually occured.
5.1.1 Common module
In addition to the LibNCFG class, the library defines the module Common that defines a
set of commonly used types and helper classes. These are used both by the LibNCFG class
and the configuration interface classes. Because of this the module is compiled as a shared
object and statically linked to the objects that use it.
First of all it defines enumeration types that define constants for determining the types
of classes: enum class_type defines the constants DEV_CLASS and TABLE_CLASS which are
used as base values of enum dev_type and enum table_type that define values for specific
class types, for example NET_DEVICE or ETH_DEVICE.
Furthermore it defines enum if_type that defines available kernel interface types such
as IF_NETLINK for Netlink and IF_IOCTL for the ioctl system call. These can be used by
the user as a parameter for the get_device methods of the LibNCFG class.
Next it defines the MethodNotImplemented exception class that is used as the default
implementation for all methods of the configuration interface classes. This means that
concrete classes that inherit a specific interface can choose to not implement a virtual
method and calling this method will result in an exception being raised.
IpAddr class
The IpAddr class (figure 5.2) can be used to represent both IPv4 and IPv6 addresses in an
easy way. Objects can be constructed both by parsing a valid IP address from a string or
by specifying an array of byte values and the type of the address. In case of the byte array,
the length of the address is deduced from the family type supplied. The private attributes
of the class can be manipulated using the get and set methods. The private attribute
flags represent address flags such as IFA_F_SECONDARY or IFA_F_PERMANENT. The class
also implements a copy constructor so that using this class is as simple as possible.
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Figure 5.2: IpAddr class UML diagram
HwAddr class
The HwAddr class (figure 5.3) is very similar to the IpAddr class but is a little bit simpler.
The main difference is in the parsing of the address from strings and that there are no
family types for hardware addresses so the user must provide the address length in case of
using a byte array.
The Common module also defines friend functions for both of these classes that imple-
ments support for the << ostream operator.
Figure 5.3: HwAddr class UML diagram
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5.2 NetDevice configuration interface
The NetDevice class (figure 5.4) defines the highest level configuration interface for network
devices and is the parent class of all other more specific classes that configure network
devices.
The methods get_name and set_name allow the user to read and change the interfaces
name. On Linux the method get_if_index returns the index of the network device (on
BSD systems this returns -1). Both of these attributes can be used to uniquely identify
the device, the interface index is also guaranteed to be unique across the entire run of the
operating system.
In addition the user can also inspect the state of the device using the methods is_up,
is_down and for more precise information the get_state method which returns a IF_OPER_
value. With sufficient privileges the methods set_up and set_down change the state of the
device.
This class also defines methods that can access the configuration of IP addresses of the
device. These methods use objects of the IpAddr class described in section 5.1.1.
Finally the methods initialize, get_dev_type, update, create, destroy and
get_events are related to the implementation of the library. The protected method
initialize is used by the LibNCFG class to connect the object to a specific device iden-
tified by either its name or by its interface index, it also provides the created object with
a reference to the LibNCFG object, the reason for this will be explained in 5.3. After this
call the object can be used if it represents an already existing device, otherwise the method
create needs to be called as well. The get_dev_type method identifies which configuration
interface is implemented by this object.
The protected method update fetches new information from the kernel about the current
configuration of the device and updates the private attributes of the object, if any attribute
changes it also records a new event about it. It is automatically called by all get_* methods
to ensure that these return up-to-date information.
The get_events method returns all the events that happend with regards to this device
from the last call of this method.
Finally the create and destroy methods can be implemented by software devices
and handle the creation and destruction of the device. The user can’t directly call these
protected methods, they are called by the create_soft_device and destroy_soft_device
methods of the LibNCFG class.
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Figure 5.4: NetDevice class UML diagram
NetlinkNetDevice
The NetlinkNetDevice class (figure 5.5) is a concrete class that implements the NetDe-
vice configuration interface. The class uses the private attributes name, if_index, state,
ip_addresses to store information about the associated device. The attribute nl_sock
represents a Netlink socket (created by the libmnl library) that is used to communicate
with the kernel.
Instances of this class must be initialized by specifying the interface index, which is
supplied by the LibNCFG class. The initialization method also calls the update method
to initialize the private attributes of the class.
The update method consists of sending two Netlink request messages. The first message
has the type RTM_GETLINK and the flag NLM_F_REQUEST is set. In response the kernel sends
a RTM_NEWLINK message that contains the name of the device (attribute IFLA_IFNAME) and
the state of the device (attribute IFLA_OPERSTATE).
The second message has the type RTM_GETADDR and flags NLM_F_REQUEST, NLM_F_DUMP
which requests the dump of all IP addresses. The kernel responds with a series of
RTM_NEWADDR messages, each containing one IP address, these messages are then filtered
by the interface index set in the message header. Along the way the update method also
needs to be comparing the old values with the new ones in order to check for changes.
To change the state of a device, the set_up and set_down methods send a RTM_NEWLINK
message that has the IFF_UP flag either set or not set, depending on the operation. Both
of these methods then wait for an acknowledge message from the kernel. This message
has the type NLMSG_ERROR and contains an error code. If the error code is 0 the operation
succeeded, otherwise an error occured and the error value is returned. A common example
would be insufficient privileges which returns the value -EPERM (−1).
The methods add_ip_addr, change_ip_addr and del_addr work in a similar fashion.
They all create a Netlink message of type RTM_NEWADDR or RTM_DELADDR, but differ in what
flags are set. The add method sets the flags NLM_F_CREATE and NLM_F_EXCL to create a new
address object in the kernel, if it doesn’t already exist. The change method sets the flag
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NLM_F_REPLACE which relies on the fact that the address object already exists and we’re
just changing it’s properties. And the delete method doesn’t need to set any flags.
The NetlinkNetDevice class also defines the destroy method that sends a RTM_DELLINK
netlink message, attempting to remove the device completely. On Linux this is independent
of the device type and can therefore be implemented in this class. If the operation fails the
method will return the error code returned by the kernel.
Figure 5.5: NetlinkNetDevice class UML diagram
5.3 EthDevice configuration interface
The EthDevice class (figure 5.6) further extends the configuration interface defined by the
NetDevice class. One of the most commonly used functionality of ethernet devices is the
ability to change their hardware address, also referred to as Media Access Control (MAC)
address. The EthDevice class provides the methods get_hw_addr and set_hw_addr that
use objects of the HwAddr class described in 5.1.1. This interface was originally planned
to be a part of the NetDevice class, however since not all network devices have the same
concept of link layer addressing (for example InfiniBand) it was moved to this more specific
class.
Next the class provides the interface to access some of the flags that can be set for a
device: set_arp can enable/disable the ARP protocol on the device, set_multicast can
enable/disable support for multicast, set_dynamic controls whether configured addresses
are dropped when the device is set DOWN, set_mtu controls the MTU for the device and
set_tx_queue_len sets the length of the transmit queue. All of these methods also have
their get_ conterparts that return the current value.
In addition most ethernet devices can be used as slave devices in other software devices,
such as Bridge or Bonding. For this the EthDevice class provides the set_master and
get_master methods. Counterpart methods are also available for devices that can enslave
devices. In order to free the device the user can also use the set_master method while
leaving the arguments empty.
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Figure 5.6: EthDevice class UML diagram
NetlinkEthDevice
The NetlinkEthDevice class (figure 5.7) is a concrete class that implements the EthDevice
configuration interface, similar to the NetlinkNetDevice class. It uses the same basic Netlink
functionality, but extends to support more features.
The most interesting attribute that has been added is the hw_address that repre-
sents the MAC address of the device. Information about the hardware address is con-
tained in RTM_NEWLINK message attribute of type IFLA_ADDRESS. This class therefore ex-
tends the parsing abilities of the update method. In a similar way the attributes mtu,
tx_queue_len and master are represented by Netlink attributes IFLA_MTU, IFLA_TXQLEN
and IFLA_MASTER respectively.
The flags attribute directly corresponds to the ifi_flags attribute of the
struct ifinfomsg header of Netlink messages. This includes flags such as IFF_NOARP and
IFF_MULTICAST. Which can be controlled using the corresponding get and set methods.
The IFLA_MASTER Netlink attribute contains the interface index of the master interface,
this index can then be used to call the get_device method of the LibNCFG object. This
is also the reason for extending the initialize method of the NetDevice class to include
a reference to the LibNCFG object.
Another reason for the inclusion of the LibNCFG object reference is the scenario in
which we are implementing a more specific configuration class (for example EthDevice)
when we have already implemented the more generic class (in this case the NetDevice
class) using the same kernel interface. Due to the fact that the concrete classes are all
implemented in sepparate shared objects the more specific class needs to reimplement all
the shared methods, probably using the same code. A possible solution to this is to use the
LibNCFG object to request a new NetDevice object that implements the interface of the
more generic class and that is connected to the same network device. This way the more
specific object can delegate the execution of the shared methods to this object and avoid
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reimplementing them. The NetlinkEthDevice class stores the more generic object in the
parent_class attribute and uses it to delegate the set_name, is_up, is_down, set_up,
set_down, get_state and the *_ip_addr methods to the NetlinkNetDevice class.
Figure 5.7: NetlinkEthDevice class UML diagram
5.4 BondingDevice configuration interface
The BondingDevice class (figure 5.8) is derived from the LAggrDevice class. This class
defines the common interface of link aggregation devices which consists of adding and re-
moving slave devices by the methods add_slave and del_slave, it also defines the method
get_slaves that returns the list of currently enslaved devices. The BondingDevice class
then defines the specifics of Bonding configuration.
The set_mode method sets the operation mode of the associated device, the interface
defines two versions of this method since the kernel allows using both integer and string
values. The get_mode method returns the integer value while the get_mode_string returns
the string value.
The set_active_slave and get_active_slave methods set the new active slave and
return the current slave respectively.
The set_arp_interval and get_arp_interval methods set and return the current
value of the ARP link monitoring frequency in milliseconds.
The set_fail_over_mac method sets whether while in the active-backup mode all
slaves should be set to the same MAC address at enslavement (the traditional behav-
ior), or, when enabled, perform special handling of the bonds MAC address in accor-
dance with the selected policy. The get_fail_over_mac returns the current setting. The
set method also supports setting a string value, to return the current string value the
get_fail_over_mac_str method can be used.
The set_min_links method sets the minimum number of links that must be active
before asserting carrier. The get_min_links method returns the current value.
And finally the set_primary method changes which slave is the primary device, while
the get_primary method returns the current primary device.
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Figure 5.8: BondingDevice class UML diagram
sysfsBondingDevice
The LAggrDevice and BondingDevice configuration interfaces represent software created
devices, this means that concrete classes that implement this interface should also imple-
ment the create and destroy methods defined by the NetDevice interface. In case of the
sysfsBondingDevice class (figure 5.9) these methods interact with the
/sys/class/net/bonding_masters by writing +name in case of the create method and
-<name> in case of the destroy method. These methods are called directly by the LibNCFG
class that can generate a new name for the device if no name has been set by the user.
The get and set methods then interact directly with the sysfs interface created for this
device which is located in /sys/net/class/net/<name>/bonding/, where <name> is the
name of the device.
The add_slave and del_slave can be implemented in two ways. The first uses the
set_master method of the NetDevice class, the second one uses the file slaves exported
in the sysfs interface of the bonding device. This file is used in the same way as the
bonding_masters file, when adding a new slave we write +<name> and when removing a
slave we write -<name>. Reading this file returns a list of device names sepparated by
spaces, this file is read in the update method to fill the internal slaves vector, using the
LibNCFG reference supplied during initialization.
The set_mode and get_mode methods interact with the mode file, reading this file re-
turns both the string and the integer value of the current setting, sepparated by a space,
these values are stored in the private attributes mode and mode_str. It is however impor-
tant to note that changing the mode is only allowed when the device has no slaves. The
set_fail_over_mac and get_fail_over_mac are implemented the same way.
The set_active_slave and get_active_slave methods use the active_slave file and
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can change the current active slave using the name of a device. When the mode doesn’t
define an active slave the file is empty and the get method returns a NULL pointer. The
reference to the current active slave is stored in the active_slave attribute. The methods
set_primary and get_primary are very similar, but they use the primary file instead.
The rest of the get and set methods use their associated files in the same way.
Figure 5.9: sysfsBondingDevice class UML diagram
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Chapter 6
Example application
The process of implementing the library and testing its functionality resulted in the im-
plementation of a small example application, that shows several possible use cases of the
library. The testing involved manually comparing the results of network configuration with
traditionally used applications. It is important to note that the validity of the configuration
with regards to the rest of the network was not part of the testing as it is not relevant to
the library.
The implementation of this application consists of mainly argument parsing, the inter-
action with the library is usually very simple and short which was desired. The application
doesn’t implement all possible use cases of the library, but extending the functionality is
easy since all the complexity of network configuration is hidden behind the LibNCFG class
and the configuration classes.
The functionality of the application is similar to the ip utility [28] that has been men-
tioned several times in this thesis. The application recognizes the following commands:
• list lists all detected devices, their name, UP/DOWN status, MAC address, IP
addresses and the name of the master interface if available,
• add-device type TYPE [name NAME] creates a new software device of the specified
type and name if provided,
• del-device NAME removes the specified device,
• add-addr dev NAME ADDRESS adds an IP address to the specified device,
• del-addr dev NAME ADDRESS removes an IP address from the specified device,
• set dev NAME hwaddr ADDRESS sets a new hardware address of the specified device,
• set dev NAME {up | down} sets the specified device UP or DOWN,
• set dev NAME master MNAME makes the device named MNANE the master of the device
named NAME,
• set dev NAME nomaster frees the specified device if it is enslaved,
• add-slave dev NAME SLAVE_NAME adds slave SLAVE_NAME to the device NAME,
• del-slave dev NAME SLAVE_NAME removes the slave SLAVE_NAME from the device
NAME.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The goal of this thesis was to study and analyse network configuration on Linux and BSD
based operating systems, from different points of view, design and implement a configuration
library providing an easily usable and extendable userspace interface and finally implement
a userspace application that uses this library.
The result of this thesis was the successfull design of a network configuration library
that is portable, easily extendable and object oriented. The library was also partially
implemented, using the C++ language. The created library is available under the GNU
GPL v3 licence on Github1. A paper based on the library created in this thesis was also
published in proceedings of the STUDENT EEICT conference[2].
Currently the library implements the class LibNCFG to the point that the library can
dynamically detect implemented configuration modules and provide them to the user. This
includes support for accessing detected devices as well as creating new software devices.
Support for event and notification handling is experimental, completing the implementation
requires fully implementing event detection in configuration interface classes.
Supported configuration interfaces at the moment are the NetDevice, EthDevice and
BondingDevice configuration interfaces for Linux systems. These support both reading and
changing the current configuration with sufficient access rights. However as was mentioned
in the previous paragraph detecting changes and other events is not supported yet. Support
for other device types is planned and should be very easy to implement because of the design
of the library and use of the CMake build system that enables us to simply add the source
file for a new object and rebuilding the library will automatically add it. The same goes
for implementing configuration interfaces of the Tables class hierarchy.
Support for FreeBSD currently extends to the ability to compile the library, however
no concrete configuration classes have been implemented yet. As stated in the previous
paragraph this can be done fairly easily and some code reuse from the Linux implementation
should be possible.
Further work can be done by defining configuration interfaces for additional device types,
such as MACVLAN, TUN/TAP and others. There is also the possibility of working with
kernel developers to export more information about the device type which would enable
the library to always create the most precise interface object possible instead of creating
interface object based on what the user requests. We also plan to implement bindings that
make the library usable by different languages.
Compared to the interfaces provided by the kernel and projects like libmnl, libnl or
1https://github.com/olichtne/libncfg
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libnftables that only encapsule one specific kernel interface the created library provides
a stable configuration interface that is not dependent on the available kernel interfaces.
Compared to NetworkManager the library doesn’t store configuration profiles and can only
be used to read or change the current configuration.
Network configuration on both Linux and BSD based systems relies on kernel to userspace
interfaces which were deeply analysed in chapter 2 to provide insight into possible design
decisions. The most important interfaces being Netlink sockets on Linux, and ioctl system
calls on both Linux and BSD systems. The Netlink sockets provide a mechanism for reciev-
ing notifications about configuration changes in the kernel, it is also the preferred kernel
to userspace interface for network configuration. The messages are constructed as a series
of attributes (type-length-value elements) that can be easily abstracted to objects. The
ioctl system call is the older kernel interface, and on Linux provides a smaller feature set
than Netlink, however on BSD systems and other UNIX systems it is the main interface for
network configuration.
The chapter 3 studied various types of specific network devices. The network devices
can be separated into two categories: physical devices such as Ethernet, InfiniBand or WiFi
and software devices such as Bonding or Bridge. Between these two groups there is only
one major difference – the software devices have the ability to be dynamically created and
destroyed. We can also observe that some different device types provide parts of the same
configuration interface, for example Bonding and Team both support adding and removing
slaves and implement link aggregation.
The chapter 4 defined requirements for the creation for the library and based on infor-
mation gathered in the previous two chapters proposed a design of the library. The design
defines two class hierarchies of configuration interfaces for network devices and tables. These
class hierarchies are represented by abstract classes and separate the configuration interface
visible by the user from its implementation. The library entry point is represented by the
LibNCFG class that takes care of creating the concrete objects instead of the user. Each
configuration interface can therefore be implemented in several ways, using different kernel
interfaces.
Chapter 5 explaind the details of the proposed design and described the implementation
of the LibNCFG class and the Common module, as well as the configuration interfaces
defined by classes NetDevice, EthDevice, BondDevice. Each of these interfaces is also
implemented in a concrete class described in the same chapter.
Finally the chapter 6 described the example application that was implemented during
library testing. The application provides a command line interface similar to the ip utility.
This is a very simple application created to show the simplicity of use of this library instead
of covering all possible use cases.
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Appendix A
CD index
README
tex/ --LaTeX source code of this thesis
libncfg/ --library source code
libncfg/CMakeLists.txt
libncfg/include/
libncfg/libncfg/
libncfg/main.cpp --source of the example application
libncfg/README
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Appendix B
Example application tutorial
To compile the library and the example application, create a new directory and run these
commands:
mkdir build
cd build
cmake /path/to/libncfg/
make
This will create the binary of the example application main. Before testing the application
it is a good idea to create a few dummy devices, unfortunately this is not yet supported by
the library so you need to run the following commands, with root privileges:
ip link add dev dummy0 type dummy
ip link add dev dummy0 type dummy
To test the application you can try the following commands. It is assumed that you have
root privileges. To list information about detected devices:
./main list
To change the state of a device (you need root privileges for this):
./main set dev dummy0 down
To create a new bonding device and enslave the dummy devices:
modprobe bonding
./main add-device type bond name bond1
./main set dev dummy0 master bond1
./main add-slave dev bond1 dummy1
./main list
And to remove the created bonded device:
./main del-device bond1
You can also add IP addresses to the dummy devices:
./main add-addr dev dummy0 192.168.1.1/23
./main add-addr dev dummy0 fe80::2/64
./main list
Or change their MAC address:
./main set dev dummy0 hwaddr 00:11:22:33:44:55
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